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Structured RNA molecules play essential roles in RNA processing, chromosome maintenance and protein biosynthesis. RNA necessarily uses different strategies than proteins for folding and assembly of complex architectures. The RNA-folding problem is largely an issue of helical pzcking: how
does RNA organize and pack short, double-helical segmect~ to produce active sites and recognition motifs for proteins? Noncanonical base pairs,
metal ions and 2’-hydroxyl groups are key elements in RNA hig
structure formation.

IN can both adopt
complex globular structures and act as
biocatalysts’. Likewise, RNA and protein
fold into structures that are characterized by secondary and tertiary structural
elements. However, what is achieved by
secondary structure formation for these
two classes of macromolecules is fundamentally different. In proteins, the a-helix
or p-sheet places the chemical groups of
the amino acid sidechains on the surface
of the secondary structure, optimally
positioned for tertiary structural interaction. Ry contrast, the double-stranded
secondary structure of RNA places the
unlque chemical groups of the nucleotides at the interior of the A-form duplex
in an environment largely inaccessible
for tertiary structure formationz.
A continuous A-form RNA duplex presents a particularly challenging problem
for helix packing. The major groove,
which displays the diversity of the base
functional groups, is deep and narrow.
This makes contact with the base edges
difficult. The minor groove is broad,
shallow and more amenable to recognition, but the functional groups presented
in the minor groove by the WatsonCrick base pairs lack the diversity
necessary to identify them uniquelya. Despite this apparent structural handicap,
RNA can adopt precise conformations in
which the A-form helices pack together
to produce unique structures.
In this article, we review our current
understanding of the molecular basis of
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Department
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terized by a sharp
tion between the two
stacked hehces, ~e~~i~~~to extensive
the two
tertiary interactions he
helical s~~dQ~a~~s (see
1.
While helical stacking is a central fea-

lar RNA structure. While we draw pertinent examples from s
of RNA, we will focus
Tetrahymena group 1
catalytic RNA that can
a primary transcript without the r 2d
for protein cofactorsl. We have cf 3931
RNA because it has bc ’I
cterized biochemic~~i
, it is of sufficient size
(414 nucleotides) that there are many

RNA helices into a tertiary
structure is helical stacking.
Coaxial alignment of one
RNA helix upon another was
first observed in the threedimensional
structure
of
tRNA, and is a strategy employed by many RNAEs~-~.
The
secondary structure of tRNA
consists of four short helices
that radiate from a central
origin in the shape of a clover
leaf. In the three-dimensional
structure, two pairs of helices coaxia1i.g stack. A perpendicular alignment of these
two pairs of helices leads to
the L-shape that characterizes tRNA tertiary structure.
Helical stacking is fundamental to the Tetrahymena
group I intron and many of its
coaxial elements have been

I

-

Flgure 1
Schematic
diagram of the Tetrahymena group
intron
showing the 5’-splice
site and the helical regions discussed in the text. The 3’-splice site is not shown.
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s is freequentfy observed in the crys-

hdices
are quite rare in
structured RN&. Instead, the
heYices are short (ten base
pairs or less) and usualPy include unpaired
nucleotides
and noncanowical base pairs

of coaxially stacked helices. The
tJUCG hefica! arrays are aligned paraflef

arrays

uplex has a ~er~e~dfcufar

Sheared A44

alignment

ractions invofve at Beast one

NoncanonIcal base pairs important for helix packing iu
the group
intron. Both noncanonical
pairs mediate
Pl docking into the intron active site. Arrows indicate
the chemical groups likely to be involved in tertiary
hydrogen-bonding.

I

A-helix packing. The PP
base pairs. This im
that an
dus is
plex containing he
imperfe
morereadily packed into an RN4 tertiary
structure than a duplex with complete
sequence complementarity.

guide sequence
tron (Fig. I). Docking is

internal

5’-exon is cleaved durinr- the first step of
atution of indinstrates that three hydroxyls loof the helix medicated on both st
NA active sitell-*“.
The hydrogen-bonding
partner for the
bydroxyl at the -3 position of the exon
has been identified as a pbylogenetically
conserved A at position 302 within the
B/i’ si~gf~stra~ded region of the intron”.
The hydroxyl likely donates a hydrogen
bond to the N1 position of the A. Similar tertiary interactions
have been
proposed for the other two hydroxyls16.
While hydrogen
bonding to 2’hydroxyl groups is important for helical
packing, the hydroxyls alone are insufficient to define a specific binding register for a helix. For example, the P1 helix
can dock in the active site in alternate
helical registers using commensurate sets
of 2’-hydroxyls 1y~20,Misdocking causes
the intron to improperly define the
5’-exon/intron boundary. This implies
that sequence-specific
tertiary interactions with the nucleotide bases must
also be made to prcperly define the
binding register of RNA helices.

ctive ribozymes use
a different o~fgonuc~eotid~b~n~~~g site
within the variable region. These binding sites include several noncanonical

directly implicaied in P1 duplex recognition24-z7.The Pl helix includes a pbylogenetically conserved (SE%) 64-J wobble

RNA has been infer
~~Q~~t~~ioa~~interferen

disrupted if phosphorot
tions are introduced
line potential helical
nesium

ions

phosphate

ind

along

these

helical

backbones.

sites are seen in
ture. There are t
iron binds in the major g~~~ve of ta
GU base pairs35. fn these Locations, outer

The GAAAtetraloop docks into the minor groove of the tetraloop receptor. The Wee As of
the loop (in gold) stack on bases on one side of the receptor helix (green). Stacking is mediated by the presence of an ade>usine platform in the receptor helix (see text).
adenosine of the loop also makes specific hydrogen bonds to receptor nucleotides.

Each

when it docks into the active site”‘. In
the P4-1’6 crystal structure, noncom
base-pair to forr two, consec~tiv~~~
stacked sheared
.A pairs” (Fig. 2).
Each noncanonical A-A pair or!ents the
Watson-Crfck hydrogen-bonding face of
one A on the minor groove surface where
it could form tertiary interactions with
determinants on the Pl beiix. Results
from methylation interference experiments support the proposal that the
hydrogen bonding face of these As is important for intron function3’. Thus, noncanonical pairs within both the Pl and
J4/5 regions serve as docking interfaces
for helix packing.
etai ions in helix pwkin
All RNAs require divalent cations for
folding and catalysis. This derives, in part,
from the requirement that the negatively
charged phosphate backbone is neutralized in order to facilitate close packing
of RNA helices. Beyond this, however,
metals bind to specific sites within the
RNAwhere they provide an ionic scaffold
for tertiary structure formation”.
Much of what is currently known about
metal-mediated interhelical packing in

minor groove of J6a/6b, and the A-rich
bulge of P5a packs into the minor
groove of P4.

GAAA subclass of these loops often contain an 11-nucleotide motif, consisting
of two adjacent C-G base pairs, a fivenucleotide internal loop, and a GU base
pan* 37.They demonstrated that the two
motifs form tertiary contacts In selfsplicing introns.
The PPP6 crystal structure provides
an atomic resolution view of the interaction between the GAAA tetraloop and
its canonical 1I-nucleotide tetrafoop
receptor duplex”. The three adenines in
the tetraloop are stacked on the bases
to the 5’ side of the tetraloopreceptor
helix (Fig. 3). Stacking is facilitated by

adjacent adenosines in the receptor internal loop that lie side by side to form
an

adenosine

This

~~~~~~~~at~~~
kink
the

in the
minor

ri
groove

UnusUaP

es resa_llts in a
ne that
of tgae tetranoop

opens
recep-

Adenosines KY
the

A-rich bulge dock into the P4 helix minor groove. The A-rich bulge internal
loop (orange) forms a corkscrew structure stabilized by magnesium
ions (gold spheres).
Two of the As 111the bulge are hvdrogen-bonded to the minor groove face of base pairs in
helix P4 (blue).

. -

hydro~eo-bolder
to consecutive C-G base pairs in an adjacent
molecule in the crystal lattice”‘. Sequence
co-variations in group I introns suggest
that an analogous interactioo may occur
between GUGAtetraloops and the minor
groove of ;:;;;: ~~~~~c~eotidepairs”’ .I?.
Tetraloop-receptor binding is likely to be
anism of helical packing
in&c&

are

A second example of foo~-l~~~lor
groove docking occurs in the P4-P6 domain between the P4 helix and an internal
loop, called the A-rich bulge” (Fig. 1).
The backbone of the A-rich bulge forms
a corkscrew turn with the phosphates at
the interior of the structure and the
bases flipped out (Fig. 4). Two of the
four adenosines of the bulge are positioned at the junction of three helices
(P5a, P5b and P~c), forming an intricate
network of stacking interactions, metalion coordination and hydrogen bonding.
The other two adenosines are hydrogenbonded to base pairs in the minor
groove of helix P4 (Fig. 4). The unusually
close proximity of the phosphates in the
backbone requires the direct coordination of several magnesium ions to
stabilize the structure.

The backbones of theP4 helix and the
A-rich bulge interact Phrough formation
of a short ‘ribose zipper’, characterized
by shared hydrogen !xN-& between the

of its partner” (Fig. 5)

G-quartets have
cated in HfV genomic RNA
in v&-044, although additional examples
of G-quartets in intramofec~~ar tertiary

stable43.

similar interac-

zipper may be a common way of stabilizing the close approach of phosphate
backbones in regions of helical packing.

dditionnl
unidentified structural motifs are employed by RNA to
package A-form helices into
tertiary structures. Two potential examples that have
not yet been observed in a
tertiary RNA are G-quartets
and the extended triple helix.
u&et, a hydrogenThe
bonded cyclic array of four G
nucleotides, is a potential motif for zipping together two
RNA duplexes (Fig. 6). Consecutive G-quartets stack to
form quadruple four-stranded
helices. An idealized RNA of
the sequence UGGGU forms
Uquartets and Gquartets in
a structure that is unusually

the triplex is stable in RNA model systems47T48.This motif involves Hoogsteen

Figure 5
Fdbose zippers occur between the backbones of the
A-rich bulge and the P4 helix, and between the backbones of the GAAA tetraloop and the tetraloop receptor. Color scheme is the same as in Fig. 4.
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Two additional motifs that could potentially mediate helix packing in RNA tertiary
(a) The U-A-U and C+G-C pyrimidine triple helix. (b) The four-stranded G-quartet.

hydrogen bonding of a parallel pyrimidine third-strand to form U-A-U and
C+G-Ctripiet@ (Fig. 6). The C+G-C triplet requires protonation at the N3 position of C. This makes the complex
highly pH-sensitive. Biochemical characterization of model RNA duplexes has
shown that RNA can adopt the pyrimidine motif over an extended sequence
length (18 nucleotides) at neutral to
acidic pH (Ret. 49). While there are examples of individual base triples from
both triplex motifs, an extended triple
helix has not yet been observed in a
naturally occurring RNA, possibly owing
to the pH sensitivity of the complex.

How
sees’ an RNA duplex
is an intriguing structural problem with
numerous solutions. RNA-packing motifs share common elements, including
base stacking, hydrogen bonding to
2’-hydroxyls, coordination of metal ions
and helical distortion by noncanonical
base pairs. These elements are used in
a diverse collection of structural motifs that define the chemical basis of
RNA function.
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